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Abstract. Two types of businesses dominate the landscape of the IT industry:
service businesses that develop tailor-made software based on customer specific
needs on the one hand, and software businesses that develop standard software
products based on market needs on the other hand. The so-called productization
process enables software companies to perform a business transformation from
customer specific service-driven to a product business. This research aims to
evaluate to what extent the proposed productization process is applicable in a
service-oriented company using seven theory-testing case studies within the
context of one IT service firm. The results indicate that the productization
process cannot be applied to its full extent, since most of the product-driven
processes are not mature, which is largely caused by a lack of knowledge about
the productization process in service firms.
Keywords: Productization, Software product management, product software,
business transformation, custom versus standard software development.

1

Introduction

Software Product Management (SPM) is defined as the discipline and business
process, which governs a product from its inception to the market or customer
delivery and service in order to generate the biggest possible value to the business [5].
The product manager executes this important task. Bekkers, Weerd, Spruit and
Brinkkemper [3] developed a competence model for SPM, which includes the
relevant focus areas such as Portfolio management, Product planning, Release
planning and Requirements management. These focus areas aid product managers in
managing or improving their SPM practices in the organization. Based on the focus
areas in the SPM, Van de Weerd, Bekkers, and Brinkkemper [18] developed a
maturity matrix, which will guide further development of methodical support in SPM.
The matrix is used to assess an organization’s current software product management
capabilities and offer local, incremental improvements to the product managers.
We distinguish two types of software: Customized and Standard software.
Customized software is software that is tailored to the needs of one specific customer
with the purpose to satisfy that customer, whereas standard software is software that
is designed based on the needs of a specific market. Some software producing
organizations follow the customer-oriented approach in their strategy while others
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choose to follow a mark
ket-oriented approach. Both approaches have their oown
advantages and disadvantaages [15]. We term software producing organizations tthat
develop standard software Product
P
Software Companies, whereas software produccing
organizations that develop custom
c
solutions are termed IT Service Firms.
Artz et al. [1] found th
hat several software producing organizations that deveelop
customer specific softwaree have identified a need to transform to developing and
selling standard product software, analogous to mechanical engineering, where seerial
offerings are seen as the ho
oly grail of scaling up mechanical engineering servicess. In
their research, we term thee transformation process from custom software projects to
software products the Prroductization Process. The productization process, as
introduced by Artz et al., co
onsists of six stages as shown in figure 1.

Fig. 1. Productization process

The productization proccess assists organizations in becoming a product softw
ware
company, in the case wherre they are not born as product firms [25]. Artz et al [1]
evaluated the process, using
g methods such as expert reviews and a case study at a ffirm
that has gone through all sttages except 6b. The authors recognize that more thorouugh
validation is necessary to prove
p
the applicability of the productization process. T
This
paper is a follow-up of the research of Artz et al. [1]. We aim to further validate the
process in an IT service-o
oriented company, where seven products are assessedd on
their maturity from a market-driven perspective. This leads to the following reseaarch
question:
To what extent is the prod
ductization process applicable in an IT service firm w
when
transforming from develop
ping customer specific software solutions to standdard
product software for a markket?
In the following section, we first describe the approach taken to validating the
productization approach of Artz et al. [1]. We continue in Section 3 with a discusssion
of Artz's approach and fillled in some of the details that are specific to IT servvice
firms. In Section 4 we discu
uss a case study of one of the products and provide detaiiled
insight into the challenges of
o productization in an IT services firm. Finally, in Secttion
5 we attempt to answeer the main research question, by showing that the
productization approach off Artz is indeed valid, but needed further detailing too be
fully applicable to an IT seervices firm context. Perhaps most important is the findding
that IT service firms neeed to redesign their strategies for harboring intellecttual
property, for capturing valu
ue in their software assets, and for productizing excelllent
customer solutions for a maarket.
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Research Approach

In this research, we aim to evaluate and validate the productization process in an IT
service firm. The advantage of taking the context of one IT service firm is that
different projects in different phases can be studied. As the object of study is the
project/product that is undergoing the productization process, we conducted theorytesting case studies within one context. The IT service firm is a large international
service firm that, for reasons of confidentiality, is kept anonymous.
Seven projects were selected in the Netherlands. The projects were identified by
senior management as being on the road of productization. These projects had
typically been part of a development project for one customer, but with time similar
requests came from customers and assets could be reused. The seven identified
projects varied in age, number of customers, end-users, and team sizes. The main
sources of data for the case studies were interviews and document study.
Semi-structured Interviewing: Semi-structured interviews are conducted as the
second step of the research, with the aim of assessing the productization process of
seven cases in the context of one IT service firm. In semi-structured interviewing, “a
guide is used with questions and topics that must be covered. The interviewer has
some discretion about the order in which the questions are asked, but the questions are
standardized, and probes are provided to ensure that the researcher covers the correct
material” [7]. The first step is the assessment of the maturity of the aforementioned
Artz productization approach. This approach will be projected on seven case studies
in one service company, with the aim of establishing the applicability of the
productization process. The approach consists of following two steps:
1.

2.

Determine initial position: The productization assessment uses the SPM maturity
matrix for determining the (present) SPM processes [18], the situational factors
[2], and the applicable selected stages on the productization process for the to be
analyzed products.
Gap analysis: A gap analysis identifies the distance from the initial position until
being fully software product management oriented. Situational factors [2] are
again used to determine the maturity levels for the product management
processes.

Once maturity levels are known for each productized project, we determine which
processes need to be implemented or improved. Based on the gap analysis, specific
recommendations are identified to the IT service firm. In addition, we calculate the
average percentage of each product management area based on the maturity matrix
results obtained from all the business cases and compared the situational factors
results of the cases with each other and finally, we reflected the productization profile
of each business case to identify the weak and strong areas of the service business on
their product management practices.
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Literature Background. There are in the literature several scientific research studies
available focusing on product software [21] such as product development [11, 8],
management of software products [19, 5], requirements management [13, 4], release
planning [14, 20], product line engineering [10, 12], product delivery [9], platform
management [24], and so on. Despite the fact that there is an extensive research on the
development of software as a product, some information concerning the development
of product software is lacking [17]. Xu and Brinkkemper [21] state that by
generalizing the experiences from product development, a body of knowledge needs
to be established with theories, methods and tools. In this sense, from the product
development perspective, this research takes the statement of Xu and Brinkkemper as
a basis and aims to make a contribution to the literature by increasing the knowledge
on the transformation process of software companies from developing customerspecific software to standard product software since this process is not widely studied.
In addition, this research is a validation of productization process and it also improves
and validates the defined set of dimensions by Artz et al. [1] for each stage in the
productization process, which can be then used for the assessment of an
organization’s initial position based on the development of software as a product.
Finally this research project creates many opportunities for further research on the
transformation process from customer-specific development to standard product
software development.
Research Validity. Yin [26] states that four types of validity are important in the
exploratory case studies. First, Construct validity concerns the validity of the research
method. Multiple data triangulation techniques may be applied in the sense that
different stakeholders from different points of view will be interviewed to verify data.
In the semi-structured interviews for maturity and productization process assessment,
we made sure that the relevant concepts are correctly made operational (i.e., explained
to the interviewee using a list of definitions) and measured. For the determination of
maturity level of each product, where we asked standard questions, we applied for
example the viewpoints of software developer, project manager and sales manager in
order to get a better representative result. In addition, we also performed explorative
interviews with the interviewees in advance with the aim to enlarge the reliability and
to smoothen the proceeding of the interviews. The interviewees were read a standard
text before the interviews as to make sure each of the interviewees was equally
informed of the goals of the interview. Interviews were recorded and transcribed
within 24 hours.
Internal validity is the extent to which a study’s results are interpreted accurately. We
tried to evaluate whether productization process was applicable in a service-oriented
company. For internal validity of the research, we used a case study report template,
inspired by the work of Jansen et al. [22]. Furthermore, we derived data from the
cases using the SPM maturity matrix, thereby creating uniformity in the data.
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Thirdly, External validity refers to how the data can be applied beyond the
circumstances of the case to more general situations. We identified cases that differ
from each other based on their situational factors with the aim to prove the
applicability of the process. In addition, the selected interviewees differed a lot based
on their experience and domain expertise.

Fig. 2. Conceptual illustration of the productization process

Finally reliability indicates that the results of the study can be replicated. Since this
research evaluates and validates the productization process, we performed the
productization approach that is presented by Artz et al. [1] for the assessment product.
Hereby all the procedures and steps have also been recorded. The business cases
consisted of interview notes, documentation on maturity assessment and
productization dimensions. We performed also maturity assessment for each product
by making use of fixed standard questions from van de Weerd et al. [18]. The
reliability is hereby guaranteed. When another interviewer performs the application of
the model, the same results will be produced.

3

Productization

Productization means standardization of the elements in the offering. It includes
several technological elements from the very early stages of designing a product (i.e.
managing the requirements, selection of technological platforms, design of product
architecture etc.) to the commercial elements of selling and distributing the product
(i.e. delivery channels, positioning of the product/company and after-sales activities)
[8]. According to Simula et al. [16], the term productization is mainly used in the
context of software industries with the purpose to transform intangible services into
more product-like, defined set of deliverables. A conceptual illustration of
productization is shown as follows in Figure 2.
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Artz et al. [1] identified six stages for the productization process, which describe the
situation from customer specific development perspective to product software
business perspective. The stages are described as follows:














Stage 1 - Independent projects: This stage describes the situation of a service
organization, which provides specific solutions per customer on project basis.
According to Artz et al. [1], these projects are executed independently from each
other and differ in budget, technology and functionality. They share barely any
standard functions or features.
Stage 2 - Reuse across projects: At this stage, reusability of existing
components, functionalities and features is the main focus across projects. Artz et
al. [1] state that reusing existing components from finished projects provides
companies the advantage to increase the overall quality and reliability of software
since they already have been tested within previous projects. At this stage,
custom implemented features are still larger than standard features.
Stage 3 - Product recognition: this stage describes the situation, where a
company identifies the similarities of customers’ wishes, which lead to the
identification of a product scope. At this stage, the standardized part of the
projects is larger than the customized parts because of the reused functionalities,
components and features. This stage concerns also the decision moment to
develop the identified product further on and to become market-driven business.
Stage 4 - Product basis: Artz et al. [1] describe this phase: “A set of features
that form a common structure, from which a stream of derivative products can be
efficiently customized, developed and produced”. A company starts at this stage
to gather market requirements to determine the content of future releases. This
means that a company needs to develop a long-term plan for the product.
Stage 5 - Standardized Product platform: At this stage, the company changes
toward market orientation and brings the emerging product to the market.
Comparing to stage 4, the set of features, components and functionalities are
increased through the product platform. The definition of this stage is as follows:
“increasing the set of features that form a common structure and introduce
releases, from which still a stream of derivative products can be efficiently
customized, developed and produced”.
Stage 6a - Customizable product: This stage describes the situation, where
companies offer their product software as customizable product for specific
customers. The level of variability determines the applicability of the product in
the market [23].
Stage 6b - Standard product: This stage describes the situation, where
companies offer their product software as a one-size-fits-all solution.

The Artz productization process is clearly defined, but too high level to apply to a
detailed case, such as at an IT service firm. We therefore, in the next section, explore
those dimensions that are specific to IT service firms that plan to productize.
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Dimensions of Prod
ductization

Using literature, we have characterized the custom software service business and
standard product software business. Since both types of businesses follow differrent
approaches from a strategicc point of view, we have identified the process areas tthat
differ most. The process arreas have been categorized in the societal, marketing and
sales, company and develop
pment perspective (see fig. 2).

Fig. 3. Productization dimensions identified

Based on the dimension
ns, we improved the descriptions on the dimensions in the
productization process and added three more dimensions (marked in gray) that m
may
mation process (see appendix A). The selected dimensiions
be relevant for the transform
for the transformation are presented
p
in table 1.

4

Evaluation Resu
ults

As mentioned earlier, the method that we have used for the evaluation is seemiw
we conducted seven case studies assisted by the
structured interviewing, where
interviewees from differentt domain and expertise in the service business. We triedd to
select the products from thee different markets with the aim to take care of the interrnal
validity of the productizatiion process. Since the information related to the servvice
company and the analyzed products had to remain confidential, we only provide the
markets the products are inttended for.
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Table 1. Relevant dimensions for transformation

Dimensions
Software
Business focus
Requirements
gathering
Requirements
selection
Marketing goals
Software
development
philosophy

Customized software

Standard software

Customized software project
Meeting the customer needs
within budget and time,
contractual fulfillment
Gathered from one customer

Standard software product
Gaining market share

Select requirements per
project (More or less fixed list
of requirements)
Interaction, relationship and
networks
Waterfall

Optical selected subset of
requirements

One release, then maintenance

Lifecycle

Project focused, people are
assigned to multiple projects

Development
teams
Stakeholder
involvement

High external, barely internal

Gathered from whole market

Product, price, place and promotion
(4P’s), branding and differentiation
SCRUM agile development

Several releases based on market
requirements
Product-focused, self-managed,
Involved in the entire development
cycle
High internal, low external

Table 2. The assessed products in the context of the IT service firm
Potential products
Product A
Product B
Product C
Product D
Product E
Product F
Product G

Market sector
Telecom market
Telecom, Transport and Utility
Local government
Utility firms
Oil Companies
Local government
Local government

For reasons of brevity, we present one of the seven cases where we applied the
productization approach. The other case studies can be found in a technical report [6].
4.1

Case Study

This business case is related to a customized product, which has been developed for
the customers in the telecom market. The development has been done based on a
European procurement and exists already twelve years on the market. Currently the
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team focuses on developing this product as standard product from a software product
management perspective. The aim is to become market-driven in the sense that the
product can be released to different market segments.
Based on the productization approach, we followed the guidelines from Artz et al.
[5] to identify the initial position and the best suitable position of the product in the
process. The assessment has been performed together with the delivery manager,
project manager and project director. The interviewees have been provided the
productization process with the corresponding dimensions described in each stage and
they were requested to fill in the applicable stages for the product.
Table 3. Demographics of interviewees
Interviewee
1

Years of
experience
23

2

17

3

12

4

14,5

5

25

6

12

7
8
9

20
7
8

10

5

Current profile
Delivery manager projects: responsible for projects to deliver
on time and within budget that meets client expectations.
Product manager; responsible for managing the products that
fit the market needs, identify the needs and communicates to
internal and external stakeholders.
Experienced project manager, service manager, and test
manager in national and international environments, mainly
in Telecom or Telecom related markets.
Program manager, project manager, responsible for devising,
organizing and implementing projects that are complex in
nature.
Delivery manager central government, infrastructure and
environment.
Project manager with substantial experience in managing
diverse ICT projects such as Data migration, infrastructural
software development and COTS implementations.
Software Architect/Product manager
Software Architect
Sales & Solution manager for several clients within utility
and Telecoms sector
Project manager at Technical Software Engineering

Based on the average score, we concluded that the initial position is at stage one.
This has to do with the fact that there is still project-focus in the overall management
of the product and the product is managed on a maintenance basis. The most
important dimensions such as business focus, market goals and requirements
gathering are not performed from a market approach but from specific customer
needs. Another dimension ‘stakeholder involvement’ in the development indicates
also this customer focus, where external stakeholder involvement is indicated ‘high’.
For the gap analysis, we took into account the maturity assessment results and
situational factors of the product to determine the best suitable position in the process
by taking the determined initial position as basis. We also identified the current
implemented and missing processes from the software product management
perspective. The results indicate that the most of the problem areas of the product
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concern portfolio managem
ment and product planning. Specifically, table 4 shows the
missing capabilities that need to be implemented in the short term for the
corresponding product.
ded that the initial position is at stage 1 since the teeam
We had already conclud
follows a customer specifi
fic approach for managing the product and there are no
processes implemented from
m a market-driven perspective. The most suitable stagee for
the product should be stagee 6a since there will be always components that need too be
customized to the specific customer’s
c
situation.

Fig. 4. Initial position
Tablle 4. Missing Capabilities Business case
Capability
Organize the requirements based on shared aspects
Automate of requirements sincce the requirements are already
registered in a central databasse
Obtain formal approval for hiigher quality of releases
(Company board involvement))
Develop a short-term roadmap
p
Identify themes to structure reeleases and roadmaps
Analyze the product for differeent markets
Follow the society and technological trends in coming years
Identify the market trends
Analyze the product lifecycle
Innovate the product portfolio
o(s)

Business function
Requirements managementt
Requirement management
Release planning
Product planning
Product planning
Product planning
Product planning
Portfolio management
Portfolio management
Portfolio management
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SPM Maturity Assessments

In this section, we will present the results that we have made based on the overall
SPM maturity results per analyzed product. The idea behind this calculation is to
show how many capabilities have been implemented per product and what the overall
percentage is of an implemented capability based on the analyzed projects/products.
Based on the results, we categorized the products into advanced products and
emerging products. Only two of the seven products were mature in their SPM
processes and followed a market-oriented approach for the development. The other
five were still immature to become fully market-oriented products despite the fact that
they implemented some SPM processes quite well. An elaborated analysis on SPM
calculations can be found in the technical report [6]. The calculated capabilities per
SPM focus area are shown in table 5.
Table 5. SPM Maturity calculations
Focus area
Portfolio management
Product planning
Release planning
Requirements management

Advanced (2)
21,9
19,3
24,7
22

Emerging (5)
14,2
15,3
45,6
41,7

Total (%)
36,1
34,6
70,3
63,7

Most of the missing capabilities are in the area of product planning and portfolio
management. The emerging products were quite mature in their internal development
from the requirement and release management perspective but they do not consider the
external factors from the roadmap and portfolio management since they simply miss the
knowledge and experience in this area. The assessments gave us insight in the essential
differences between the advanced and emerging products, which are shown in table 6.
Table 6. Differences based on SPM processes

Advanced

Emerging

Market orientation mindset
Active market analysis
Investment and support in the product
Considering ecosystems (partner
involvement, make/buy decisions)
Product lifecycle is present
Roadmap is present

Service business mindset
No or limited market analysis
No awareness of product(s) in the organization
Limited partnering (based on components), high
customer involvement in the product
No product lifecycle (contractual agreements)
Roadmap not possible (dependent on the
investment from the company board)
Components are saved for reuse at the other
customers

Core assets are important and
systematically identified and stored in a
central location
Requirements captured from all the
internal, external stakeholders and the
whole market

Only customer requirements count
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4.3

Multi-dimensional Productization Profile

During the interviews, the interviewees have indicated the applicable stages for the
corresponding products based on the relevant dimensions from the transformation
perspective. In this section, we will present the (multi-dimensional) productization
profile of one product based on the selected dimensions. We call this ‘multidimensional’ since the applicable stages are selected on both extremes (for both
service and product business) in the productization process at the same time. This can
be confusing since the expectation is that the selected stages would be in one certain
area.
For one specific product, we asked three interviewees (project manager, project
director and delivery manager) to fill in the applicable stages, which are relevant in
the productization process. The results are shown as follows:
Based on the selected stages, we can state that the product is still operating at the
service business side but at the same time, there are two applicable stages selected
from the product business side. One concerns the product being a (standard)
customizable product and the other one concerns ‘focusing on selecting requirements
for the product (roadmap based) and subset of customer requirements’. All the other
selected stages are in the area of the service business.
Table 7. Multi-dimensional productization profile

Stage 1

Service
Stage 2

Stage 3

Hybrid
Stage 4

Stage 5

Product
Stage 6A

Stage 6B

To be able to underpin the underlying reasons for the selected stages on both
service and product business side, we need to look at the specific situation of this.
This product has been firstly developed based on the legislation (European
procurement). It exists already 12 years and has been implemented at different
telecom operators in a customized way. After having found unstructured areas
regarding the management of the product for each specific customer, the team has
brought major product revisions with the aim to bring more structure into it. The core
platform has been hereby standardized for all the customers. In this sense, the
interviewees have indicated that the product is standard with customizable layer. The
customizable layer is the area that is integrated with the specific systems at the
customers’ side through certain interfaces. Standardization indicates that the team
intends to make the product standard based on the market needs. In future terms, they
are also conscious of the fact that the product can provide solutions to another type of
markets however they are still at the initial stage of productization process.
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When we look at the requirements selection, there are two stages selected for both
service and product business side. One stage is related to selecting requirements from
the customers (more or less fixed list) and another stage is about selecting
requirements from all the customers (roadmap-based). This indicates that the team
still follows the customer specific approach and manages the product based on the
customer requirements but at the same time, they try to create the basis for marketdriven development by selecting those requirements from the customers, which are
relevant for the product. These requirements concern more the requirements from the
customers and not the market(s).

5

Discussion and Further Research

During the interviews, there have been some discussion points on the productization
process. One of the discussed points was related to the determination of the initial
position of the products since some of the stakeholders pointed out that the stages
have not been described in a S.M.A.R.T. (specific, measurable, achievable, realistic
and time-bound) way. This made it difficult for experts to choose a certain applicable
stage for the products. We would suggest performing more research on the description
of the stages in the S.M.A.R.T. way by taking into account different service and
product businesses to compare those companies with each other and gain insight in
each stage of the productization process. Another point that is discussed is whether
the required steps for each stage in the process included all the aspects that a service
company needs to consider to become market-driven.
The productization approach that is developed by Artz et al. [1] is hard to apply in
practice. This lies in the fact that the approach has been developed two years ago
based on the relevant research subjects of that period of time (e.g. the gap analysis for
determining the best suitable stage based on the research of Weerd et al. [17]). During
this research, we could apply the approach based on the specific situation of the
analyzed products by considering the situational factors, maturity assessments and the
selected stages in the productization process, however more case studies can be
performed to validate the approach by taking into account more additional steps that
should be considered while productizing.
Finally, we identify a challenge in IT service firms: their traditional business model
of selling projects and people by the hour makes it hard for them to invest in longerrunning market-driven products. Typically, good ideas will be quelled before they get
to a stage where they can be productized. We strongly recommend IT service firms to
reconsider this strategy and to start creating intellectual property in the organization,
for instance by collecting valuable marketable assets such as software products.
Intellectual property increases the value of the company and selling licenses and
subscriptions creates stability in a dynamic cash flow situation that IT service firms
typically have. It is the responsibility of middle and upper management of such
organizations to identify and invest in good ideas, marketable products, and online
software services for a market.
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Conclusion

This research concerned the validation of productization process at an IT service
business. The validation has been performed twofold. The first validation was based
on the assessment of products in the productization process, which had the potentials
to be developed from the market-driven perspective. Regarding the assessment we
took into account the situational factors and the maturity level of each product based
on the product management areas: portfolio management, product planning, release
planning and requirements management. We performed the second validation by
considering the input of the interviewees on the productization process. Consequently,
based on the results captured through the assessment and interviews held, we were
able to answer our main research question.
We answered this question by assessing the productization process on seven
specific products at an IT service business. From the productization perspective, we
performed the steps such as analysis of situational factors, application of
productization approach and analysis of productization profile of each analyzed
product. In addition, we calculated the average percentage of the implemented
capabilities per SPM focus area based on the maturity assessment results of all the
products with the aim to gain insight in the strong and weak points of each product
management area.
The overall results indicate that the (assessed) service business is not mature in
developing products from a market-driven perspective. This is understandable since
the core business is delivering services and meeting the customers’ needs however the
company is aware of the fact that based on their project portfolio, there are certain
projects that have the potential to be developed as standard product software for
certain markets. There are efforts made to gain insight in market-driven product
development. Based on our analysis, we could see that the case organization scored
high for the requirements and release management despite the fact that the focus
hereby is still on the specific customer needs. Product planning and portfolio
management areas are the weak areas that need to be improved. On the way to
become market-driven, productization process is found applicable to use as a guide
since the company aims to set up a structured product management process in place. It
is essential to state that all the stages in the process have been recognized by most of
the stakeholders however it is also indicated that the process steps through the stages
still need to be developed on a S.M.A.R.T. way so that concrete measurements can be
made to determine the initial and best suitable position of a product on the way to
become market-driven.
Based on the current stage of productization at the case organization, we cannot
expect the company to apply the process to its full extent since the basis needs to be
set up for a product development approach. We recommend the company to put more
focus on the stages three (product recognition) and four (product basis), where
standardization is performed with a structured requirement and release management
from a market-driven approach. In this sense, the overall customer focus needs to be
decreased and the internal stakeholders need to be more involved in the product
development.
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